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Ahmedabad, May 12 (PTI) Union minister Harsh Vardhan today announced that under the 
National Monsoon Mission (NMM) weather forecast systems will be provided at the block 
level in the next two years. 
 
"We have launched the Rs 400 crore National Monsoon Mission under the leadership of 
Prime Minister Narendra Modiji. Under this project, in the next two years, we will be in a 
condition to provide weather forecast system at block level. It will see dramatic improvement 
in weather forecast through scientifically advanced models," the minister for Science and 
Technology said. 
 
The minister, who also holds the portfolio of earth sciences, was here to inaugurate the 
System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR) for Ahmedabad, 
under which three-day forecast related to air quality, harmful radiation, weather and alert for 
extreme events, will be provided. 
 
He also said that the earth sciences ministry was working on a deep-earth research project at 
Koyna in Maharashtra for earthquake prediction. 
 
"We started a project worth Rs 500 crore, under which we have installed sensors 5-7 km 
inside the earth at Koyna in Maharashtra, which experiences frequent earthquakes...We have 
also been working to record pressure and density at ionosphere since the last one and half 
years, and will be doing so in the coming time," he said. 
 
The minister said that India has taken huge strides in the field of earth sciences and is actually 
providing early warning system to over 3 dozen coastal countries in predicting tsunami and 
cyclone. 
 
"We have created such an advanced early warning system for tsunami and cyclone that we 
are sharing information with around 30-40 countries which are situated along the coastline," 
he said. 
 
"Weather details provided to 21 million farmers in the country has left Rs 50,000 crore 
positive impact on India's GDP, according to a 2015 report of National Council for Applied 
Economic Research," he said. 
 
On SAFAR, Harsh Vardhan said that the system provided in Ahmedabad was the most 
advanced in four cities, where it has been launched so far, as it can even detect PM1, the 
minutest particle in the air. 
 
SAFAR is an early warning system for local people with advanced information on air quality, 
related awareness to deal with it adverse impact. 

http://www.ptinews.com/news/8698859_Each-block-to-get-weather-forecast-system--Harsh-

Vardhan.html 
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SAFAR Ahmedabad Media Coverage 
Ahmedabad gets air quality monitors to battle pollution 
AHMEDABAD, MAY 11, 2017 23:56 IST  

UPDATED: MAY 12, 2017 07:15 IST 

 

City’s first comprehensive air pollution alert system will focus on 

health risk communication 

To effectively battle increasing air pollution, the Ahmedabad civic body is 

launching a comprehensive Air Quality Index (AQI) and Air Information and 

Response (AIR) plan that includes an air pollution alert system and health risk 

communication, based on real-time data. 

The initiative by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) focuses on health 

risk communication with immediate and long term actions to reduce the impact of 

rising air pollution. Ahmedabad has a population of close to 70 lakh. 



The new air quality monitors installed across the city will collect and report data on 

smog and toxic pollutants as part of the AQI. It will be used to inform residents on 

when to take precautions and minimise exposure to pollution. 

Anjali Jaiswal of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NDRC), which has 

partnered the AMC in this initiative, said, “This initiative involves five key factors: 

health risk communication, inter-agency coordination, increasing capacity of 

medical professionals and targeted activities for vulnerable groups like school 

children, senior citizens and adults with heart or lung disease.” 

As per the plan, an AQI forecast reading ‘very poor’ air quality (301-400) triggers a 

health alert that is to be issued by the civic body through its communication 

channels. The alert if also to be displayed in colour-coded messages on a dozen 

large-size LED screens installed on city roads, social media platforms and 

traditional media like newspapers and radio. 

Lending technical expertise to the initiative is Pune-based Indian Institute of 

Tropical Meteorology (IITM) and the India Meteorological Department’s (IMD) 

System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR), which 

operate AQI in Delhi, Pune, Mumbai and several cities in other countries. 

“Ahmedabad’s AIR plan is based on global best practices on AQI health risk 

communication from Beijing, Los Angeles, Mexico City and New Delhi. With this, 

we want to prove that you can have clean air and also prosperity without 

compromising on health of communities living in the city,” Ms. Jaiswal, who also 

assisted in formulating the city’s first Heat Action Plan (HAP), said. The HAP is 

being replicated by several cities nationally. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/ahmedabad-gets-air-quality-

monitors-to-battle-pollution/article18429564.ece 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Times of India (Ahmedabad) May 12 2017 : 
 

City's pollution app goes live today 
 

Ahmedabad: TIMES NEWS NETWORK 

But Air Action Plan Still Gathers Dust 

 

Even as the city gets its first real-time Air Quality Monitoring System on Friday , 

it will be deprived of a comprehensive plan for controlling air pollution in the city.For 

more than four months, now the Air Action Plan (AAP) for Ahmedabad city has been 

gathering dust with officials of the district administration, municipal corporation, 

Gujarat Pollution Control Board and other allied de partments which are reluctant to 

launch the plan for the city. 

While the AQMS installed by Indian Institute for Tropical Meteorology (IITM) “Sa 

far-Air” will be operational, providing real-time pollution updates and forecasting 

through mobile apps, there will be no concrete action on ground. 

The major aim of the Ah medabad AAP plan is to curtail emission of pollutants 

from activities like transport, construction, open burning of waste and from 

industries surrounding the city. Measu res like a ban on open burning of waste, 

capping of the Pirana dump and putting out the ever-smouldering fire, helping 

replace all municipal diesel buses with CNG buses and increasing the frequency of 

buses, replacing diesel commercial three wheelers with CNG ones, proper auditing of 

PUC centres and recalibrating PUC values to new standards and financial assistance 

to encourage use of clean fuels are included in the plan. 

The AAP, which is a graded action plan, will be implemented in two phases. “The 

AAP was to be launched in February but the dates were postponed to May . Till now, 

authorities have not been able to form a co-ordination plan,“ says a senior official of 

the GPCB. 

Times View 

Real-time air quality monitoring will fail to yield results unless the Air Action Plan 

for Ahmedabad is implemented with immediate effect. The longer the delay, the 

more the authorities will be playing with people's health.The state government, like 

Delhi, should immediately ensure that the AAP is formulated for not only Ahmedabad 

but for other cities as well. 



 

http://epaperbeta.timesofindia.com/Article.aspx?eid=31805&articlexml=Citys-pollution-app-

goes-live-today-12052017005032 
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CWG Legacy Project On Air Quality Spreading To More Cities 

The project, known as SAFAR-India, provides location specific 

information on air quality in near real-time and forecasts up to three 

days. 

D I N E S H  C .  S H A R M A  

 

The Commonwealth Games (CWG) which India hosted in 2010 may have been 

forgotten for various reasons but one of its legacy projects is thriving and helping 

citizens with air quality information. 

The project known as “System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and 

Research” or SAFAR-India, initiated by the Ministry of Earth Sciences, provides 

location specific information on air quality in near real-time and forecasts up to 

three days. It was introduced in the national capital during the games, and later on 



in Mumbai and Pune. On Friday, the service will be launched in Ahmedabad and 

Gandhinagar. 

The system has been developed by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, 

Pune along with India Meteorological Department (IMD). It is being implemented 

in various cities in collaboration with local authorities. The system synthesizes data 

on sources of air pollution, its transport over neighbouring states, modelling 

processes, its impact on public health, food, regional climate, to arrive on 

information products useful to government agencies as well as citizens. The 

information to citizens is available through a mobile application and from project 

website. 

In Ahmedabad, SAFAR will form a part of the city’s health risk awareness and 

communication plan. Information about air quality will be disseminated through a 

variety of communication modes to people so that they are better prepared. “The 

central aim of this project is to help people to create healthier communities, more 

secure from the adverse effect of air pollution. Through information and advisories 

provided under SAFAR, we can save air pollution related stress,” said Dr 

GufranBeig, project director. A pilot study carried out in Pune has shown that 

SAFAR- based advisory service could result in saving of up to Rs 371.32 Crores in 

five years by way of health costs. 

Each of the cities where the system is operational has a dense observational 

network of ten Air Quality Monitoring Stations and 30 Automatic Weather 

Stations which continuously monitor an array of ambient concentration pollutants, 

besides parameters like temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, rainfall 

and UV radiation.  The network covers different microenvironments such as 

industrial area, residential area, background site, urban down town area, up wind 

and downwind area, commercial area and agricultural area, so that readings are 

biased towards any specific air pollution source. 
 

The project is also developing an inventory of pollutants. “To make the forecast 

accurate one need robust database of each and every air pollution source located in 

the city area and its geographical distribution over the region. This task has been 

achieved in each SAFAR city by developing high resolution emission inventories 

for various air pollutants,” explained Dr Beig. 

http://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/cwg-legacy-project-on-air-quality-spreading-to-

more-cities/298846 



 

Ahmedabad launches air quality index linked to health 
advisories 

MAY 11, 2017 21:33 IST  
UPDATED: MAY 11, 2017 21:38 IST 

Pollution levels to flash on LED boards 

AHMEDABAD The people of Ahmedabad may soon find information on air pollution levels 

flashing on LED boards on the city roads, along with accompanying messages asking them to 

take precautions. This is part of the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation’s (AMC) new health-

based initiative to reduce the adverse impact of rising air pollution on the city’s seven million 

residents. 

The civic body is launching a comprehensive Air Quality Index (AQI) and Air Information and 

Response (AIR) plan that would include an air pollution alert system and health risk 

communication based on real-time data. 

“The initiative, the first of its kind, involves five key factors: health risk communication, inter-

agency coordination, capacity-building of the medical staff, targeted activities for vulnerable 

groups such as school children, senior citizens, and people with asthma or lung disease, and 

research on mitigation pathways,” said Anjali Jaiswal, a senior official in the Natural Resources 

Defense Council (NDRC), which has partnered with AMC to launch the new program. 

According to the plan, eight air quality monitors in Ahmedabad and two in Gandhinagar will 

collect data on smog and toxic pollutants and feed it into the system which would generate the 

AQI. This would then be used to inform residents on when to take precautions so that they can 

minimise exposure to harm. 

When the AQI is designated as “very poor” (301-400), it triggers a health alert, which would be 

disseminated by the civic body through various communication channels, including social media 

platforms and traditional media, and also displayed in colour-coded messages on a dozen large 

LED screens installed across the city. 

The AQI is supported by technical expertise from the Pune-based Indian Institute of Tropical 

Meteorology and the Indian Meteorological Department’s System of Air Quality and Weather 

Forecasting and Research (SAFAR), which operate the AQI in Delhi, Pune and Mumbai. 

“Ahmedabad’s AIR plan is based on global best practices on AQI health risk communication 

from Beijing, Los Angeles, Mexico City, and New Delhi. With this, we want to prove that you 

can have clean air and prosperity without compromising on the health of the communities living 

in the city,” said Ms Jaiswal. 

HTTP://WWW.THEHINDU.COM/NEWS/NATIONAL/OTHER-STATES/AHMEDABAD-
LAUNCHES-AIR-QUALITY-INDEX-LINKED-TO-HEALTH-
ADVISORIES/ARTICLE18428207.ECE 
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Something New in the AIR in Ahmedabad 
May 12, 2017 Kim Knowlton 

Today the city of Ahmedabad, in Gujarat state in India, is taking another giant step toward 

improving health among its residents. 

Ahmedabad’s A.I.R. (Air Information and Response) plan is a health-based program 

designed to protect and increase awareness among residents on air pollution, with an AQI as 

its centerpiece. My NRDC colleague Anjali Jaiswal, who leads our India Program, is in 

Ahmedabad right now to witness today’s launch. 

Air pollution can cause severe respiratory difficulties and threatens health for everyone, but 

particularly children, the elderly, and people already ill. Air pollution is an increasing 

problem in Indian cities. While air pollution poses enormous public health challenges India-

wide and globally, Ahmedabad is taking steps to promote local communication on the health 

risks of air pollution, to help save lives. 

The AIR Plan links a city-specific air quality index (AQI) with the community. With 

the AQI as the center point, the Ahmedabad AIR Plan focuses on health risk communication 

and creates immediate and longer-term actions to increase preparedness, information-sharing, 

and response coordination to reduce the health impacts of air pollution on vulnerable 

populations. 

The Ahmedabad AIR Plan is part of a broader collaboration between the Ahmedabad 

Municipal Corporation, or AMC, and public health and policy experts at the Indian Institute 

of Public Health, Gandhinagar (IIPH-G), Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI) and the 

Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC). The AIR plan and its AQI are supported by 

technical expertise from the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune (IITM)’s System 

of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR) program. 

Climate change is fueling more extremely hot days, and that heat worsens many types of air 

pollution—so these steps can improve health today and increase climate resiliency for the 

future. In 2013, Ahmedabad became the first Indian city to create a comprehensive early 

warning system and heat action plan for extreme heat events. As my NRDC colleague 

Nehmat Kaur describes, we had a great trip to India last December to discuss both heat action 

plans and the new air pollution and health work, applying knowledge gained from the Heat 

Action Plan. 



Ahmedabad shows how coordinated planning provides an opportunity for city and other 

governments to take the lead on resiliency and preparedness in India. The development and 

implementation of the AIR plan will help protect millions from the dangerous health effects 

of air pollution. Hats off to Ahmedabad again, for its leadership, initiative, and dedication to 

protecting people’s health. 

https://www.nrdc.org/experts/kim-knowlton/something-new-air-ahmedabad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



अहमदाबाद म� लॉ� च हुआ �दषूण क� जानकार� 

देने वाला नया ऐप 
http://www.ndtv.com/topic/air-pollution-app 

 
 

WATCH VIDEO : http://www.ndtv.com/video/news/news/there-is-an-app-for-pollution-which-

also-suggest-ways-to-protect-457136/ 

 

http://www.ndtv.com/video/news/news/there-is-an-app-for-pollution-which-also-suggest-

ways-to-protect-457136?site=full&browserpush=true 

 

 

 




